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Emigrant Wilderness ~ 6 - 10 August 2007 
This report is divided into creative writing and creative (maybe mundane) 
information at the end for those interested in directions and review of new 
equipment.  The section on directions lists my favorite paths, favorite 
campsites, and GPS coordinates.  The new equipment section may give you 
ideas.  This report also fulfils requests from my fishy friends to enquire what 
the fishing conditions were, so if you’re a fisherman, read on.   

The Drive Up 
The best and maybe only part of the drive up that is worthwhile is getting fed 
before the outing.  After reaching the Summit Ranger Station in Pinecrest 
and obtaining a wilderness permit, I drove 6/10 mile down the road to the 
Steam Donkey for a soon-to-be well deserved meal.  Burger with a side of 
fruit, ice tea, and an outdoor table with a view of the Sierra forest.  Certainly 
a pleasant beginning.  After lunch, a short but time consuming 15 mile drive 
to the Gianelli trailhead to Emigrant Wilderness for the start of my outing. 

Monday, August 6 

After driving to the Gianelli trailhead, I tramped 2 miles to Powell Lake and 
set up home at my favorite campsite.  Other than a group of a dozen naked 
ladies on the other side of the lake, I had it to myself - well maybe the ladies 
weren't naked, but they did cackle loudly.  It was at this lake that I observed 
my one and only jumping fish, but more of this later.  Because (and in part 
throughout the trip) of the breezy conditions, there were no bugs [great!] but 
at dusk there were also no bats [dang!]. 

Tuesday, August 7 

The next day I tramped 8 long miles to Wire Lake.  On the way I encountered 
a very scary situation:  The wild Sierra cows in Whiteside Meadows - I 
suspect the purveyor of these beasts has a grandfather clause to use the 
wilderness for summer grazing - but please, let’s let grandfather rest in peace.  
I also passed (or should I say they 
passed me) a group of horseback 

riders.  Lots of dust, but otherwise a great way to get outdoors. 

Later, while taking a break in Salt Lick Meadow I viewed one of 
many hawks.  This one was being hounded by a smaller bird, it 
was quite a show.  Then at dusk while at Wire Lake relaxing on 
the beach, I was treated to wonderful shows of small birds.  
Many were hopping along the shoreline looking for an evening 
meal and some hopped as close as ten feet from my meditative 
position. 
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Yes, at Wire Lake I found a grand campsite - it 
was on the east side of the lake and got afternoon 
sun, it had a sandy beach (where I had all my 
meals), it had granite rocks to sit on, it was just 
wonderful.  I believe this was the same site I was 
at in 2002.  I spent two nights there and I would 
definitely consider it as a destination again.  My 
first night I had the lake to myself, the second 
night there was a family group on the other side of 
the lake.  Other than early mornings there was a 
constant breeze, and thus it was difficult to see 
any fish jumping in the choppy water.  Later on I 

learned that a very good place to fish is the 3rd (of 3) and largest and lowest 
Wire lake - he said "it’s the best camping and least used Wire Lake, and also 
has good fishing."  I have been curious of the other two Wire Lakes, maybe 
next time I’ll make it a destination. 

Wednesday, August 8 

On my layover day I did almost all I had 
intended to do which I had also intended 
to do two years earlier but then got 
pleasantly lost.  My goal was to day tramp 
to Leighton Lake by way of Wood Lake 
and Karls Lake, but by the time I finished 
a late lunch at Karls Lake it was already 2 
PM, so that was it.  It was definitely a great day, I only got minimally lost.  Karls Lake was certainly 
worth the effort, it would be a nice destination to get away from everyone.  It is a medium-large, low 
depth lake pot marked with many small islands and has dozens of fingers.  I suspect there would be little 
or no fish.  To get to Karls Lake read the section on Directions.  During the 8 hours of the day’s 
tramping, I probably traveled 12-15 miles.  My GPS came in very handy to find the hidden trailhead and 
to guide me out of Karls Lake. 

Early on this layover day I met a bone fide fly fisherman, he wanted to fish the streams but was very 
concerned for the fish since the water levels were way down.  Compared with 2005 (a very wet year), 
the meadows were quite dry and creek flow was low.  I suspect further out near the Cherry Creek 
drainage it would have been better [I was in that area in 2002].  The fish he did catch & released were 
10-12 inch in size.  He seemed knowledgeable about the history of fish in Emigrant saying that they are 

all planted, some are rainbow and others are landlocked salmon - 
it must have been the salmon variety I saw in 2002 that was 20 
inch or more.  He was with a couple friends who had there food 
and some gear packed in, complete with float tubes.  They were 
staying at Deer Lake and would pack everything out themselves.  
He commented at the many, many people in Emigrant, although 
I hadn't observed this where I camped, but I suspect Deer Lake is 
a primary destination as I know Wood Lake is.  On my way out 
on Friday I observed his comment first hand when I saw hoards 
of both day trekkers and overnighters at all the lakes I passed. 
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Still on my layover day, I passed a teenage boy 
and his grandfather camping near the dogleg neck 
of Wood Lake.  They trekked in 12 miles the day 
before ~ ouch, that hurts!  They were both fishing, 
more hackers like myself than fishing artist, and 
they said they were catching 10-12 inch trout in 
Wood Lake using spinning gear.  I suspect Wood 
Lake and also Deer Lake are productive 
destinations for all including hackers. 

2 km from my camp before returning on my 
layover day I conversed with a pair of gents 
completely outfitted in fly fishing gear.  They 
were camped at nearby Long Lake which is about 
1/2 km long (north/south).  They both had very 
long fly rods and were wearing chest height 

waders.  I knew from my last trip that Long Lake has access at both north and south ends, I learned from 
these gents that (I assume) with the aid of the waders you can travel (and fish) from north to south.  It 
was at the south trail access I met them where they were hiking in their chest height waders to their 
north access campsite.  I never asked how uncomfortable hiking was in that paraphernalia.  They too 
commented at the difficult fishing this year. 

Thursday, August 9 

Thursday I packed up and tramped to High Relief Valley, a place 
I wanted to view.  It was a short hiking day, about 5 miles.  I 
chose the locale in part because it is a reasonable distance (8 
miles) from the trailhead for the next day’s outing.  When I 
reached the high meadow of the valley, I was treated to a carpet 
of blooming high mountain lupine 
and owls clover.  Most everywhere 
else the wildflowers were past peak.  
Earlier in the season there must have 

been a beautiful carpet of large yellow flowers, but these had now all gone to 
seed.  The lakes in High Relief Valley are not named, but I would call it High 
Relief Swamp or Bog.  Although they are granite formed lakes, they are 
surrounded by a wide and thick layer of tall grass and often wet soil.  There 
were no good campsites, but at a nearby, age-worn, granite outcropping were 
small islands of flat ground where I found a windy, nearly treeless, and cold 
home for the night.  I would not choose to camp there again.  As a day trip, it 
would be worthwhile, especially if it is made as a loop starting from the east 
trail junction near Salt Lick Meadow and returning via the west trail junction 
near Whiteside Meadows - it is this direction which I believe provides the 
best experience. 
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While at the lake of High Relief Valley, I realized that the abundant scat on 
the tops of granite boulders was caused by marmots.  Some was perched on 
top of difficult to get to places.  It must be a “king of the hill” marmot game, 
or maybe Ma Marmot says “don’t do that in my living room, go outside!”.  
There was so much scat in some places that you could use your imagination 
and make images out of the all that stuff.  At one spot I saw what looked like 
a cross, it must have been the evangelical marmots.  I was hoping to find the 
Virgin Mary in all that stuff, then I could have been famous like the guy who 
sold his grilled cheese version on eBay. 

Friday, August 10 

Friday morning I got up at 6:15 AM for an early start.  The sun broke over 
the east ridge at 7 AM and by 8:15 AM I had breakfast and was packed and 
ready to go.  Why does it always take so long to get ready?  The early part of 
my tramp out was uneventful.  By the time I reached the trail junction to 
Toejam Lake I started meeting the raft of people going this way or that, but at that point mostly going 
out to the trailhead.  Having been starved for conversation from the previous few days, I must have spent 
an hour (on and off) chatting with other hikers.  The most interesting was a father and son (about 14).  
They were out for 5 nights and covered an ambitious territory:  Starting out the first night at Toejam 

Lake (8 mile); to Emigrant Lake (10 mile); to Emigrant Meadow Lake via 
Horse Meadow (7 mile); over Brown Bear Pass to Lower Relief Valley to 
High Relief Valley (10 miles); to Y Meadow Lake (4 mile); and out (6 mile).  
The son didn't say much, but when I commented about the climb from Lower 
Relief to High Relief Valleys, he grunted and said "yea!"  The father also 
described some of his backcountry skiing, saying he enjoyed snow camping 
in the high country of Emigrant Wilderness and “it’s nice making track in 
virgin snow.”  He said he was trying to get his son interested in backcountry 
skiing, but he seemed to prefer snowboarding.  The father had not been to 
any of the Sierra Ski Huts, so I recommended the Bradley Hut.  He did have 
the same complaint with Peter Grubb Hut as I, that is the bountiful amount of 

live bowling pins to hit in the tramped down, icy, downhill snow of that area. 

Another interesting person I met was wearing his volunteer Forest Service 
garb carrying a big shovel.  I asked if backpack food really gave him that 
much trouble, and he said "not always, but it does come in handy."  He was 
the one who recommended the 3rd Wire Lake.  I enquired about not seeing 
signs of bear and he said they are skittish of people very much unlike the 
bears of Yosemite.  He said there is essentially no bear problem in Emigrant, 
and even hanging food rather than using a bear canister works, although not 
recommended.  I told him my story of the BIG teeth marks in my bear 
canister from my last trip to Yosemite, he was happy to learn that the Garcia 
brand bear canister he uses is the same one that I proved by experience. 

Anyway, time was passing, so I reduced my chatter and headed out.  Lots of 
people going in and out.  I stopped for lunch at the crest with a grand view of 
Chewing Gum Lake and Lake Valley.  Another 1-1/2 hours and I was at the 
trailhead, it was just after 2 PM. 
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During the trip, I stopped many times to take pictures with my big camera attached to my heavy and 
versatile tripod.  Each time I took out the equipment, at least 20 minutes would pass, I guess this is as 
good a reason to go solo.  Although my preferred subject is wildflowers, Emigrant was definitely past 
peak.  No doubt the very low snow levels this past winter had taken its toll.  I did take many pictures of 
landscapes such as the various lakes I visited. 

After cleaning up, I stopped in Oakdale at Cocina Michoacana for a grand Mexican food dinner, 
yummy, yummy.  Traffic going to the mountains on this Friday afternoon was its usual mess, fortunately 
I was traveling in the opposite direction. 

New Equipment Review 
Mont-Bell Thermawrap Jacket:  I first saw this jacket while on a local outing, a friend was wearing one.  
At 9 ounces (for a large), it is warmer, more versatile, and lighter than your typical 100-weight fleece 
(12 ounces).  It has hand pockets which the fleece does not, and it stuffs into a similar sized package.  I 
bought it on the web for about $120.  Definitely a 10 on the good gear scale. 

Thermarest Sit Pad:  While recently at REI, I made one of those instant purchases after seeing this thing.  
It’s made of Therarest’s Prolite 4 material into a sit pad, it weights 4-1/2 ounces, blows up with just one 
breath, and compacts to a very small package.  My original idea was to use it as a supplement cushion 
for air travel, but I thought I’d try it in Emigrant.  How do you spell comfort?  It’s orders of magnitude 
better than your typical foam pad.  What’s more, I used it as a foot-rest supplement to my short Prolite 4 
sleeping pad, I got to inflate the sleeping pad to one level and the foot-rest to another.  Very nice. 

Directions & GPS Locations 

Category GPS~NAD27 Altitude Place Description 
Pinecrest A good convenient place to eat in Pinecrest is the Steam 

Donkey.  Their fare is burgers and such, they have outdoor 
seating, and are located a very short distance from the 
Ranger’s Station.  There is also a pay shower in this 
shopping center if you so desire.  To get there follow 
Pinecrest Road east from the Ranger Station for 8/10 mile. 

Real Meals   

Oakdale Throughout some of the Sierras, there is a family owned 
chain of authentic Mexican food called Cocina Michoacana.  
Although my favorite is the one in Groveland, there is also 
one in Oakdale.  It is located in the shopping center (1449 
East F St.) next to Rite-Aid near the ARCO station.  There is 
also one in Sonora at 13955 Mono Way, south side of the 
street and just east of the Burger King - but I prefer the 
Oakdale location. 
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Category GPS~NAD27 Altitude Place Description 
To To reach the trailhead:  (a) On the Pinecrest Road, make a 

turn at the Dodge Ridge Ski area sign (0.5 mile from the 
Steam Donkey or 0.3 mile from the Ranger Station), (b) 
continue 4.3 miles until the road T’s making a left hand turn 
on to Crabtree Road, and (c) continue on this road for 
another 8.5 miles to the Gianelli Cabin trailhead passing 
along the way a horse camp (1.8 miles from the T) and the 
Crabtree Camp trailhead road (4.5 miles from the T).  Past 
the horse camp the road becomes a maintained (and slow) 
dirt road. 

To/From 
Trailhead 

  

From There are several options to return from the trailhead.  Of 
course one is to use the To directions in reverse.  You can 
save a bit of time if at the T you turn right (back to 
Pinecrest) and then stay on 4N26 (Crabtree Road) to 
highway 108.  The general guideline is once you are on one 
of these alternate roads, always take the downhill paved 
path, any of  these should intersect 108. 

11S0247480 
4231470 

8634 Gianelli 
(my car) 

11S0251101 
4231945 

8742 Jct Chew 
Gum Lk 

11S0253053 
4231946 

8763 Jct Y Mdw 
Lake 

11S0255371 
4232291 

8806 Jct Toejam 
Lake 

11S0256041 
4231876 

8553 Jct (west) 
High Relief 

11S0256663 
4233863 

8879 Jct (east) 
High Relief 

11S0257906 
4229645 

8854 Jct Wire 

Main Trail from 
Gianelli 

11S0258005 
4229564 

8875 Jct Long 
Lake 

Listed here are various GPS readings for key trail junctions 
from the Gianelli trailhead to Wire and Long Lakes.  Each of 
these is marked by a “new” Forest Service trail post. 

11S0249667 
4231903 

8905 Main trail 
junction 

Powell Lake 

11S0249810 
4232015 

8864 Campsite 

My favorite campsite at Powell Lake is in southeast corner, I 
have camped there twice.  It is suitable for maybe 4 tents. 
The site has granite terraces to sit & view the lake and to 
prepare & eat meals.  It gets afternoon sun. 

11S0255371 
4232291 

8806 
 

Main trail 
junction 

Toejam Lake 

11S0254787 
4230212 

8802 Campsite 

Toejam Lake has several nice campsites in the southeast 
corner.  There are other campsites around the lake, some 
even on the mid-west side.  I have been told that Toejam 
Lake is a great starting point to visit Leopold Lake.  

11S0257906 
4229645 

8854 Main trail 
junction 

Wire Lake 

11S0257494 
4229356 

8902 Campsite 

My second visit to Wire Lake, and probably to the same 
campsite.  It is definitely one of my favorites.  Located on 
the east side of the lake, the camp has immediate access to 
a sandy beach with a few granite rocks and gets afternoon 
sun.  I prepared all meals on the beach while sitting in a 
“camprest” chair (how nice).  The campsite is suitable for 
about 6-8 tents.  There are other campsites on the west 
side.  To reach this campsite:  From the trail junction at the 
lake travel on the trail going east.  Follow the trail past the 
small island, then the trail runs directly into the campsite. 
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Category GPS~NAD27 Altitude Place Description 
11S0258005 

4229564 
8875 Main trail 

junction 
Long Lake 

11S0258833 
4229045 

8741 Campsite 

In 2005 I camped at Long Lake.  There are several large 
campsites along the northwest border of the lake.  Although 
these camps are fine, they don’t get afternoon sun and 
water access is tricky.  A better choice may be a campsite 
near the dam at the south side of the lake. 

11S0254788 
4232536 

8944 Jct (east) 

11S0256041 
4231876 

8553 East/West 
trails Jct 

11S0256663 
4233863 

8879 Jct (west) 

11S0256966 
4233945 

8808 Campsite 
w/fire ring 

Upper Relief 
Loop 

11S0256928 
4233936 

8808 Campsite 
w/trees 

This trip was my first adventure to Upper Relief Valley.  
Although the trip for its scenery was worthwhile, it was not a 
place I recommend to camp.  The (unnamed) lake is more a 
bog around it’s perimeter, there is little easy access to the 
lake, and even though there is adequate flat ground to set 
up camp there are no decent campsites.  If doing Upper 
Relief as a loop, I strongly recommend traveling from the 
east junction to the high meadow & lake and returning via 
the west junction.  It is this path which will provide the best 
enjoyment upon reaching the meadow. 

11S0258201 
4225948 

8392 Jct at 
Wood Lk 

11S0257993 
4225775 

8380 Marker 1 
 

11S0257946 
4225695 

8378 Marker 2 
 

11S0257929 
4225625 

8356 Marker 3 

Karls Lake 

11S0257844 
4225521 

8327 Campsite 

The not signed junction on the south side neck of the two 
main bodies of Wood Lake is difficult to observe when 
traveling east, but is easily found when traveling west.  As 
indicated on the map, the junction is located between two 
granite knolls above Wood Lake after it necks down.  The 
trail from here is easily followed over peaty soil, it travels up 
to a saddle and then down the other side over open granite 
by following ducks.  I took three GPS marker settings to 
help me find the right set of ducks on return.  While scouting 
the lake, I found an established campsite, although there 
are likely others. 

11S0258481 
4227350 

8553 Jct east of 
Deer Lk 

11S0258134 
4226323 

8345 Jct Wood 
Lake north 

11S0257892 
4226204 

8251 Jct Wood 
Lk @ Crk 

11S0257809 
4226151 

8301 Jct Wood 
Lake post 

Deer Lake to 
Wood Lake to 
Karls Lake Jct 

11S0258201 
4225948 

8392 Jct to Karls 
Lake 

It took me two trips to Emigrant before I successfully made 
it to Karls Lake.  Start by going east at the junction of the 
Wire/Long Lakes trail at the north side of Deer Lake.  In 
about 1/4 km you will cross the outlet creek to Long Lake, 
stay right (south), the other trail leads up to the Long Lake 
dams and secluded campsites.  After another 1 km you’ll 
reach a junction east of Deer Lake, go south towards Wood 
Lake.  From here you’ll loose about 200 ft elevation in about 
1-1/2 km when you reach a campsite at the north end of 
Wood Lake and a confusing set of trail junctions.  At the 
campsite the trail (Jct Wood Lake north) immediately turns 
180 degrees to the west to climb over a granite knoll 
overlooking the lake, whereas the lower trail takes you to a 
peninsula campsite (which may not be legal).  Follow the 
trail about 3/4 km west to a creek crossing (Jct Wood Lake 
@ Crk) and cross the creek.  From here the trail follows the 
creek for a short distance (or alternately you can climb the 
trail through a campsite which ultimately intersects the main 
trail) until you reach the junction with the Wood Lake sign 
post.  At the post follow the trail east around the western 
lobe of Wood Lake, then up as you parallel the neck of the 
lake to the junction for Karls Lake.  Follow the instructions 
above to find the junction and to reach Karls Lake. 

 


